
Chapter 1

Children were playing in the streets when the storm arrived. It did not came suddenly, and it was 
announced by strong winds and dark clouds. Just like every other storm, it came from West, where 
there was plenty of space to grow powerful. Though, it wasn't particularly strong, but like every 
other storm, it came with rough sea, and that was harmful for exposed fishing boats. But like every 
other storm, it did nothing more than irritate the citizens. It was Winter, the season of light but  
frequent storms, and the fishermen were already tired of it.
Thakhu was a town of fishermen, merchants and woodcutters. It was the third, in dimension, of the  
six cities of the archipelago, after Vymaha and Jezko, both very important trading centres. Vymaha 
was the central town, and it was a regular stop for every traveller. Jezko's was the sole route to the 
continent, and so it was the biggest town of the archipelago. However, Thakhu was the only one to 
fish in the open ocean, and because of that it grew to considerable dimension, reaching more one 
thousand inhabitants.
The city faced the storm with immovable endurance and patient resignation. It wasn't the first, nor 
it would be the last. There was still a month before Spring.
But even with menacing clouds over their heads, and heavy air in their lungs, the children didn't  
stop their games instantly. They endured the rain until they were so soaked they felt twice as heavy 
as normal, and only then they returned to their home, searching for warmth.
One of those kids, however, decided to come back home before it could even start to rain. He didn't 
like being wet: he simply hated feeling the weight of wet cloth on the skin, since it was a baby.  
Though,  he  learned  to  swim excellently,  a  necessary  skill  for  a  town  of  fishermen.  Only  the 
youngest children and the weakest oldest men weren't good at swimming.
He was. He practised three times a week. He was one of the best swimmer of his age. He even  
liked sailing. But he hated being wet, and so he returned to his house, where his father was cooking 
lunch, knowing that his son would have returned much before the others. He also knew that the kid,  
just like his mother, hated wetness, a very common trait of his mother's family.
So, when the child ran into the house, hurriedly excusing himself for coming back too early, the 
man just closed the door and said: «Don't worry, Nakhov. Instead, take a seat: it's lunchtime!».
«And be sure to have presentable hands», he added with a smile, placing some soup in a dish and  
putting it on the table.
«I'll try, dad», answered the kid, already eyeing the soup.
After lunch, the man took a large map from a wall and opened it on the table. All the kingdom was 
shown, and even part of the outside. There was the archipelago, near the bottom-left corner, and 
Jasvamyyz, a city just outside the kingdom's borders, known to have a different set of laws. It was 
quite a famous city. There was Vanquire, the only continental city to have a trading route to the  
archipelago. And right in the middle of the map, proudly marked in red, there was Syeh, the capital,  
where there was the king's palace.
The young boy loved maps, and that one was his favourite, because of its large size. Also, the kid 
liked to know where a place was, and when he was unable to stay outside, he used to read maps and 
imagine wild landscapes and big cities.
«Do you remember which is your mother's current route?», asked the man, smiling at his son.
«Mum's travelling to Vanquire. It should take about a week, but she is staying in Vanquire to sell 
her merchandises. She will probably be home in a month, right?», answered the kid, brightening up.
«Normally, yes. But I've received a message from your mother yesterday. It said that there's a good 
request of our goods. It seems that at Vanquire they missed our oaks, didn't they?», said his father,  
jokingly rubbing the kid's hair.
«Does this mean she's coming back sooner?», eagerly asked Nakhov, looking up to his father eyes.
«No, no. The exact opposite. Since there's a good market, she asked me to send her other wood. 
But… since I have to lead the ship, and I can't leave you here, you will come with me. It'll be your 
first voyage outside the archipelago. Are you happy?».



«Of course I'm happy!», brightly answered the kid. «A true sea voyage! A visit to the continent! 
And seeing mum earlier! When will we set off?».
«Chill down, Nakhov», laughed his father. «We have to load the ship, first. It will take a couple of 
days, more if continues to rain this much. We can't let the wood rot. Five days at maximum, and 
you'll be setting off for your first sea voyage».
«I'll  start packing!», exclaimed the boy, running out of the house. «But first I want to tell  my 
friends of this!».
«Okay, okay. Just keep in mind this journey will be much longer than usual. So be prepared», 
advised the man, turning serious. «And more dangerous. You'll have to do exactly as I say. Do you 
understand?».
«Yes, I do», smiled the kid. «Don't worry, dad. I'll be fine». This said, he turned and disappeared in 
the street. It was raining.
The storm had finally arrived. With a thundering noise, a lighting crashed into the woods, briefly 
illuminating the otherwise dark town. In a second, Nakhov identified his friends and speeded up his  
pace to tell them the news.

The storm faded away in the night, leaving behind just a few damaged ships. In the following days,  
the city was animated by the men of Nakhov's father, who were busy cutting, transporting and 
loading trunks of the best oaks of the archipelago. Once a tree was cut -an operation that required at 
least three men-, the trunk was transported to the carpenter's shop, where it was refined. After the 
carpenter, the now carved wood would have been moved to the docks, where it was loaded on the  
ships.
The fleet of Nakhov's father was made up of three trading ships, each of them able to carry over 
fifty trunks, and had a total crew of sixty men. Staring in awe at it, young Nakhov felt proud of his 
father's organisation, that in three days loaded a full cargo of oak wood and organised a sea voyage 
to the continent.
«When will we start the journey? Tomorrow?», he asked eagerly.
«Yes. So be prepared. Have you got everything you'll need?».
«Of course, dad! I'm ready. How much will it take?».
«Two days from here to Jezko, passing by Vymaha», answered calmly the man. «And then other 
six  days  to  arrive to  Vanquire.  There we will  sell  our goods,  and then we will  come back all  
together. It will not take much. A month or two».
«This means we're staying at Vanquire for two weeks at least, doesn't it? It'll be funny! How is the 
continent?».
«It looks like a big island. No, really», he added when the kid stared doubtingly at him. «It's not 
that different. A bunch of trees far away from the city, green landscapes instead of blue ones, and 
much more buildings made of stone or bricks. They have nice docks, though, that are worth a visit: 
you'll  see  ships  as  big  as  frigates».  Nakhov's  eyes  widened:  frigates  were  never  seen  in  the 
archipelago. They were fast, big ships, good for both war and commerce, but they were far too large 
to sail in a shallow zone, like Thakhu's and Jezko's.
«They have frigates?», he asked, already imagining huge ships with hundreds of men on board, 
sailing infinite oceans under a sunny sky.
«Of course they have. Frigates aren't that rare. Every respectable ocean merchant should have one. 
Much more uncommon are the galleons».
«Galleons? They have galleons,  too?», asked again Nakhov, trying to imagine something even 
bigger than a frigate.
«A couple of them. They use them only for war, and that's okay. As long as they keep frigates for 
commerce. It's said that Syeh has admiral warships too», finished the man, anticipating his son's 
surprise.
«Admiral warships?», murmured the boy, lost in his thoughts. «But they're just legends!».
«Of course they aren't. They are the best of the best, but Syeh is the capital. Do you really want to  
know which ship is a legend?».



«Yes, please, yes, tell me!», exclaimed the kid, looking at him with imploring eyes.
«The Oaken Mermaid», solemnly announced his father.
«Dad! That's mum's ship», the child blamed him. «It's just a trading ship».
«Okay, okay, no more jokes. Now sit down and open your ears: I'm gonna tell you the legend of the 
Burned Yew».
He waited for Nakhov to be sit  and then,  like every good sailor storyteller,  he lighted a pipe, 
smoking for a couple of seconds before speaking.
«Many years ago, when my grandfather's grandfather was just a baby, there was a wonderful ship 
called the ''Sailing Yew''. As I said, it was a wonderful ship, light and fast, but capable of enduring 
the most powerful storms. Its captain was a woman named Akdys. The Sailing Yew was born as a  
trading ship, but its trained crew and its two catapult, plus a deadly ballista, rapidly made it an 
excellent fighting ship. Pirates would run at the mere sight of his symbol -a yew tree planted on a  
ship-, fearing its lethal crew. It was said that when the ship engaged battle, Captain Akdys' laughs  
could be heard for miles. She was a practical woman, polite with strangers but merciless, and she 
was feared in all the archipelago. But the fatal storm arrives for every ship, no matter how good it  
can be». The man paused, anticipating his son's question.
«What happened?», asked Nakhov, after a moment of silence. «What happened to Captain Akdys' 
Sailing Yew?».
«She was known even in Vanquire, where she gained a quite great reputation. But she wasn't loved 
by everyone. Pirates weren't happy of her work». He refilled his pipe with a theatrical gesture.
«You must know, Nakhov, that there was a pirate known as ''Waterfire'',  clearly referring to his 
mania of setting fire to enemy ships and leaving the enemy crew to die in the flames. Waterfire told 
the other pirates: ''Do you really want Captain Akdys dead? I can do this, but I need your money,  
and I want a reward of ten frigates and three galleons''. It was an huge sum, but the other pirates 
were desperate. They accepted, and Waterfire prepared his plan to kill Captain Akdys».
«He corrupted some men of a trade organisation, that is no more existing, and send them on the 
Sailing Yew. Somehow, they managed to get the night watch posts. They filled the ship with oil, not 
just the cargo, but every place they could reach. It was around midnight when they silently set off  
from Vanquire and led the ship in open sea. Here Waterfire's fleet was waiting for them. They set 
fire to the Sailing Yew». Nakhov gasped loudly.
«What happened next?», he asked with a low voice.
«The Yew burned for  hours,  and for  hours  its  crew's  cries  of  agony were  heard  in  Vanquire.  
Nobody came to help them».
«Waterfire had finally defeated a ship that hunted pirates for years. He returned to Vanquire and 
became even more famous. But, exactly one year after the death of the Sailing Yew, while he was 
sailing to Jezko, a sudden storm came up. High waves and lighting bolts were the storm's claws, the  
thunders were its screaming voice. Waterfire's fleet was a good one, especially after the reward he 
got the year before, and it was resisting pretty well. Until… a black ship appeared in the middle of 
the waves. It looked skeletal, burned to the bone. And, on his mainmast, a flag with a burned tree 
was flapping in the screaming winds. The spectral figure of a woman was standing on the deck. 
Captain Akdys was coming to seek revenge». The man glanced at his son. He had his complete 
attention.
«Waterfire and his fleet were destroyed. Pieces of wood, sails and corpses were found by other 
ships the day after, but no one saw the black ship, until the following year. At the same date, a 
trading ship disappeared.  Again,  no one saw the black ship.  Survivors started telling this  story. 
People started remembering of Captain Akdys's horrible death. And they shivered in terror when, 
the year after this accident, another trading ship was attacked in the same mysterious way. But this  
last accident was different: of a fleet of five ships, just two were sunk. So it happened the following  
year, and the year after that». He emptied his pipe and put it away.
«The legend says that the Burned Yew is still around, and that every year Captain Akdys collect her 
blood debt by sinking two trading ship during storms. No one knows the exact day, because many 
ships are lost in storms, but I think this is just a legend. Nobody can survive a ship fire, nor Captain 



Akdys could be still around: it's passed more than a century. If there's really a black ship out there, it 
must be of some stupid joker who wants to scare naïve sailors».
«Are you sure?», asked Nakhov, shivering. «That Captain Akdys is not here any more?».
«I'm sure, son. Sorry if I've scared you, but you were the one that wanted to know», answered the  
man, glancing briefly at him. «Now you'll see black ships everywhere, won't you?».
«It's not funny», muttered the kid, frowning.
«Get to bed, son. Tomorrow will be a long day».
«A long, exciting day!», corrected him the child. «It'll be wonderful!».
«Exciting or not, it'll be tiring», continued his father, looking satisfied as a ship had finally been  
fully loaded. «Get some sleep».
«But, dad…».
«What did I say about obedience?», blamed him the man, disappointed.
«You said I'll have to obey you», unwillingly muttered Nakhov, looking away from his father.
«From this very moment until we arrive at Vanquire. Do you understand?».
«Yes, dad», murmured the kid.
«Louder».
«Yes, dad», repeated Nakhov, raising his voice.
«Get to bed».

Nakhov was looking at the sky. The waves were breaking on the ship's broadside, making it roll 
gently. To his great disappoint, it was a cloudy, cold day, far different from the sunny day he had 
hoped.
«Is  something worrying ya,  kid?»,  asked a  voice  behind him.  «Maybe seasickness?».  Nakhov 
turned, recognising the voice of one of his father's sailors. The man was taller than him, even if  
much shorter than the average, but the particular that instantly hit the child was the man's beard, or 
rather its absence.
«No, sir. Nothing», he answered.
«I like not to have a beard», said the sailor, caressing his chin. «Gets very dirty when ya start to 
eat».
«I beg your pardon…?».
«Ya were wonder why I got not a beard like every sailor in this world, were ya not?».
«I… Well, I didn't mean… I didn't mean to offend you, sir».
«Offend me? Are ya mad, kid? And stop call me ''sir'': I've a name, and it's Garen, so use it, okay?».
«Okay», answered Nakhov, turning again to the sky.
No one spoke for a couple of seconds. Then the sailor smiled and neared him.
«Is this ya first journey to Vanquire? 'Cos I never saw ya on this route. Are ya the new watch?».
«I'm the son of the captain. Since my mum is already at Vanquire, he is bringing me along with 
him». He started to smile, too. «So, yes, this is my first sea voyage».
«Ya're the son of Captain Emleys? Ya look not like him. He's white blond, ya're brown haired».
«I've inherited my mum's traits. And her hair too».
«He'as blue eyes. Ya've… grey ones. Ya've funny eyes, kid. They look steel grey, but I see purple 
sparks in them. Did ya inherit those too?».
«Kind of. It's a family trait to have strange eyes», cheerfully answered Nakhov, smiling at Garen. 
«They're always of two colours».
«Uhm. Never heard of», commented the man. «However, ya look not like ya father. Maybe ya look 
like ya mother. I'll see when I'll see her».
«Would you like to meet her, Garen?», asked the child, his eyes sparking with happiness. «She's 
wonderful: she's a merchant, and so she travels around a lot, but she tries to come back home as 
often as she can. And she always brings presents!».
«And are ya sure ya wanna come along? It'll not be fun. Nothing to do, all day, every day».
«If all the crew is as kind as you, it'll be a wonderful journey».



«Dream, child, dream. Ya'll soon find out the truth», fatherly said Garen. «Be the ocean with ya, 
kid. I gotta go: see ya later, Captain's son».
«Bye, Garen», the child farewelled him.
«One last thing, kid. How old are ya?».
«Ten next month», answered Nakhov. «And you?».
«Fifty-seven», muttered the sailor. «I'm too old to stick around with kids. But I know someone who 
does. Wanna meet him, kid? Ya'll like him».
«Who is he?».
«A friend of mine», explained Garen. «Has a son around ya age. Could be of interest».
«Of course! Where is he?».
«Nah, now he's at work. Had to repair the broadside's leak. When he'll finish, I'll tell him ya want 
to meet him».
«Thanks, Garen! What's his name?».
«Jerryon Alamik,  but  he likes  Jerryl».  The sailor  farewelled him and left.  Nakhov unwillingly 
turned again to watch the sky.
«It's not exactly as I imagined it», muttered the child.

«I told you it would have been boring», said his father's voice from behind his back, making him 
jump. «It'll be like this all the time». Nakhov glanced at him with disappoint before returning to 
look at the sky.
«Staring at those clouds will not make them disappear», laughed the man. «You'll have to find 
something to do».
«But there's nothing to do, Garen told me, all day».
«Garen? You met Garen?», said his father, surprised. «And old Garen told you he had nothing to do 
all day?».
«Yes. He should know, he's a sailor».
«He kidded you, son. He has nothing to do all day, because he is our night watch. He stands guard 
almost all night, and the day he does almost nothing».
«And what there's to do?».
«Right now, we are closing a leak in the broadside. Nothing serious, just some water in, but it's  
better to close it. Then we'll have to prepare ourselves for our docking at Vymaha. After Vymaha, 
we'll arrive to Jezko…».
«But, dad, we'll set off from Vymaha tomorrow. We aren't even arrived at Vymaha».
«With time, you'll start thinking like me, son. Trust me, on a ship there's always something to do.  
And at night we sing and tell tales. You can come, but you have to keep yourself away from rum 
and alcohol. Okay?».
«Okay, dad», giggled the child, imagining himself drunk. «It'll not be difficult».
«I'm happy you got it».
«Oh, Garen mentioned a guy named Jerryl. Who is he?».
«Of course he mentioned him. He's his only son. He has a daughter, too, that I think is eleven or 
twelve».
«Do they live in Thakhu?».
«They have a house in Vymaha, but they live on board. His kid is the one that is currently on the  
mainmast, controlling the sails». He gestured her to get down, as the girl quickly grabbed a rope 
and throw herself off the mast. The rope held, and in a second the girl was standing in front of her 
captain.
She was a taller than Nakhov, with short, black hair and bright green eyes. Se had a cut just above 
her left eye, that looked like an extra eyebrow.
«Hi, Captain. What should I do?».
«Tanen, this is Nakhov, my son. Nakhov, this is Tanen, the youngest sailor I've ever seen».
«Hi, Nakhov. You're gonna stay with us for the rest of the trip, aren't you?».
«Yes, Tanen. And, since this is his first sea voyage, I need someone to show him around and then to 



tell him what to do. Start with something at his level, but don't spare him. He has enough energy to  
clean the whole ship. He just needs the willingness to do so».
«Is there anything else, Captain?».
«Yes, two other things, Tanen», said Nakhov's father, raising two fingers. «First: this isn't his first 
ship trip, so don't waste breath telling him how a ship works. He needs to know the difference 
between a coastal voyage and a sea one. Second: you're exonerated from your duties until Nakhov 
will be ready. You are dismissed. Both of you».
«Come on, Nakhov. Follow me». She grabbed the rope she used to get down and started to climb it, 
but she stopped after a second.
«What's wrong?», asked Nakhov.
«Do you know how to climb a rope?».
«Of course I know! I do it all the time!», he answered, half offended. «I'm not new of ships!».
«Okay.  Don't  fall,  or  Captain  Emleys  will  kill  me»,  begged  him Tanen.  «I'll  take  you  to  the 
mainmast». They climbed up to the central sail, and sit on the yard.
«There are very few differences in the sails. Simply, you have to be ready to take them off. In open 
sea a storm can came up in less than a minute».
«There are storms in the archipelago, too», retorted Nakhov. «And they're quite strong».
«Can they blow away a man?».
«No, I don't think so».
«Then they aren't that powerful», she decreed. «In open sea there are storms that don't just have 
strong winds and huge waves, but they hide a monster in their heart».
«What do you mean?», asked Nakhov, leaning toward her. «What monster?».
She looked around, as if to check if there was some one spying them. «You know that every storm 
is a sign from the Sky Queen, Makhlaj? And that the sea is the domain of the Maiden of the Deep, 
Sailhans?». He nodded: he knew about the two goddesses.
«Sometimes, they argue, like everyone else. But when this happens, they create huge storms, and in 
their middle they put the most devastating of their creations. A column of air and water, a vertical 
cloud that touches the sea. Here the winds gets so powerful that can blow a galleon away, together 
with its crew. We call them Makhanses. They can arrive even on the land, destroying everything in 
their path. Lucky, they are extremely rare. One or two every ten years».
«Have you ever seen one of them?», asked in awe the child.
«No, no one survives them. A Makhans doesn't leave survivors to tell about it».
«But if there's no survivors», replied Nakhov, «how could you know about them?».
«The Makhanses follow a path decided by the gods. If a ship keeps it at a good distance, the 
Makhans is like every other storm».
«Don't listen to my daughter», said a voice above them. Both turned as a man jumped down from a 
hanging rope. «She likes to joke».
«I suppose you are Jerryl, aren't you?».
«Yes, I am. You're the Captain's son, right?».
«My name's Nakhov», he introduced himself.
«As  I  said,  she  likes  to  joke.  What  she  calls  Makhans  is  just  a  typhoon.  When  they get  too 
powerful, they get the name of hurricane. You must have heard about them».
«I have. Thank you for advising me». He scolded at Tanen. She smiled and winked.
«I'm too busy to stick around with you, now. See you tonight».
«It was nice to meet you, Jerryl».
«Catch you later, dad».
There was a second of silence, then Nakhov turned to Tanen.
«Why did you told me of that? Weren't you supposed to tell me what to do?».
«I was preparing you for tonight».
«By lying to me? How nice of you», ironically said the boy. «You were making fun of me».
«No, really. Tonight we will tell stories. Not even one will be true, and you'll have to make one 
from scratch. I'm here to help you».



«My dad always says I'm an inspiring presence», she smiled. «Maybe it's true».
«I'm good  enough  at  inventing  stories»,  muttered  the  child,  crossing  his  arms.  Tanen's  smile 
widened, but the sarcasm disappeared from her voice.
«I'm sure you're good at it», she said, passing an arm over his shoulder and leaning towards him. 
«But you'll  need someone to  listen to  your  story.  Every good storyteller  ask for  comments,  to 
improve and get better. Also, I need someone to listen to my stories, too. Here, no one wants to be 
the listener of a young sailor. They all aim for the eldest, because they have better stories».
«Be my listener? But I haven't got a story».
«I'd better have one tonight. Or you'll risk to end up being the hanged».
«Hanged?! But I haven't done anything!».
«Stupid!», laughed Tanen, jokingly punching his shoulder. «It means they'll tie your feet and leave 
you hanging on the deck for a couple of minutes. It's unpleasant, I can assure you».
«Oh», sighed Nakhov, relieved. «For I moment I feared the worst».
«So… Are you ready?».
«Give me a second, and I'll be».

«And so, after the battle with the shark, I returned to my ship, with a missing leg and a new shark's  
teeth necklace, that I sold for one thousand crowns». The sailor finished his story and sit back on his 
barrel.
«It's a good story, Hophar. You worked it out well», cheered him Nakho's father. «It's just that you 
told it last night. And the night before, And the one before. Also, where are those crowns?».
«I used them wisely», answered the sailor. «I turned them into beer and rum». Many cheered him.
«Now, who's next?».
«Sorry, Captain», said a drunk sailor. «We all told our stories».
«He didn't», replied Tanen, pointing at Nakhov. «He's got a new story».
«Come on, Nakhov. Sit on the barrel and tell us your tale», his father invited him, then turned 
serious. «But for you there's no rum». All the crew roared with laughs. Even Tanen, who was trying 
to keep a serious behaviour, couldn't help herself.
Shaking in nervousness, Nakhov sat on the barrel and started his story.
«Once upon a time…», started the child, immediately interrupted by a sailor.
«What kind of start is that? When?».
«Once upon a time, I was saying, there was a girl called Hynema. She had the most beautiful eyes  
of all the archipelago. Boys were always swarming around her, and girls were jealous of her beauty.  
Yet, she didn't love any of them. Every day someone would have proposed himself, but she always 
refused. She was proud and arrogant. "I'll marry a boy as beautiful as me. I won't waste my time 
with others", she kept saying. But there was no man in all the archipelago who could fulfil such a  
criterion. Slowly, the boys started to accept their fate, and left her alone. She became known as "the 
Maiden of Loneliness". She liked it, because that only increased her reputation».
«One day, while Hynema was walking in the woods, she saw a guy sitting on a branch, looking at 
the  cloudy  sky.  She  started  pretending  not  to  have  seen  him  -he  wasn't  such  a  beauty-,  and 
continued her walk. "Good afternoon, miss", the boy said, without looking away from the sky».
«"Good afternoon", she replied, quite coldly. "There's no need for unkindness, miss. I'm not here to  
harm you", said the boy. "But, since I have no interest in you, I'll leave you be", retorted Hynema. 
The boy didn't speak again, so she made a few other steps. "Could you describe me the sky?", he 
suddenly asked. "It's cloudy, and that's why I want to be at my house as soon as possible", acidly 
answered the girl. He sighed: "Another one that doesn't understand. I hoped that you, the Maiden of 
Loneliness, could have given me a good answer, but you're just like the others". He jumped and she  
found herself staring right in his pearly white eyes. He was blind. She just stared while he walked 
away, with a speed uncommon for blinds».
«Hynema remembered that encounter for a long time. Yet, she could never find the boy again, until 
a storm came from the sea. It was welcome, because it was the first day of rain of the month. She  



decided to search for him. She went into the woods and started to call him. "Blind boy, where are 
you, blind boy!". Since nobody answered, she deepened in the trees. It was raining, and she was all  
wet. She started to slow down her pace. "Maybe it wasn't such a good idea", she thought».
«Suddenly, she heard a noise of breaking branches on her right. She neared the source, only to 
jump in fright when a large bear came out of the trees, roaring in hunger. She cried and turned to 
run, and she cried again, this time in relief. In front of her there was the boy, with a angry look on 
his face and a large axe in his hands. As the bear swung his mighty claws, he put his axe between 
him and his death. The bear roared in pain and ran, searching for an easier prey».
«"Could you describe me the sky?", asked the boy. Nobody knows what answered Hynema, but the 
next day they were seen walking in the streets».
«Boys stared in rage at the blind guy, who had conquered young Hynema's heart. They got so angry 
that, one day, they finally broke in violence. The boy was taken and literally torn into pieces. When 
Hynema discovered his death, she cried for days. When she stopped, she went to the hearth room 
and took a iron stick from the fireplace. It was red-hot. "If I was negated him, everyone will be  
negated my eyes", she said as she burned her eyes. She disappeared the day after».
«Some years later, there was a boy who had such beautiful eyes that every girl of the archipelago 
was in love with him. But he was proud and arrogant, and he was called "the Sir of Loneliness".  
One day, while he was walking in the forest, he saw a girl on a tree. She wasn't particularly good-
looking, so he tried to walk away. "Could you describe me the sky?", asked the girl. The boy turned 
and looked at her. "Cloudy", he answered. "I hoped you could be different from the others. But I 
was wrong"». Nakhov sat in silence, waiting for comments.
Nobody spoke. Even the drunks were silent.
«A new story is  always  welcome,  but  believe  me,  son,  this  one  is  the  best  I've  ever  heard»,  
exclaimed Captain Emleys, putting a hand on his son's shoulder. «You are an incredible storyteller». 
Some sailors confirmed, others just nodded.
«It seems ya were right, kid», laughed Garen. «This's gonna be a fun voyage».


